In this paper, we describe our system for Chinese personal name disambiguation task in the first CIPS-SIGHAN joint conference on Chinese Language Processing(CLP2010). We use a pipeline approach, in which preprocessing, unrelated documents discarding, Chinese personal name extension and document clustering are performed separately. Chinese personal name extension is the most important part of the system. It uses two additional dictionaries to extract full personal names in Chinese text. And then document clustering is performed under different personal names. Experimental results show that our system can achieve good performances.
Introduction
Personal name search is one of the most important tasks for search engines. When a personal name query is given to a search engine, a list of related documents will be shown. But not all of the returned documents refer to the same person whom users want to find. For example, the query name "jordan" is submitted to a search engine, we can get a lot of documents containing "jordan". Some of them may refer to the computer scientist, others perhaps refer to the basketball player. For English, there have been three Web People Search (WePS 1 ) evaluation campaigns on personal name disambiguation. But for Chinese, 1 http://nlp.uned.es/weps/ this is the first time. It encounters more challenge for Chinese personal name disambiguation. There are no word boundary in Chinese text, so it becomes difficult to recognize the full personal names from Chinese text. For example, a query name "高明" is given, but the full personal name from some documents may be an extension of "高明", like "高明光" or "高明珍", and so on. Meanwhile, "高明" can also be a common Chinese word. So we need to discard those documents which are not refered to any person related to the given query name.
To solve the above-mentioned problem, we explore a pipeline approach to Chinese personal name disambiguation. The overview of our system is illustrated in Figure 1 . We split this task into four parts: preprocessing, unrelated documents discarding, Chinese personal name extension and document clustering. In preprocessing and unrelated documents discarding, we use word segmentation and partof-speech tagging tools to process the given dataset and documents are discarded when the given query name is not tagged as a personal name or part of a personal name. After that we perform personal name extension in the documents for a given query name. When the query name has only two characters. We extend it to the left or right for one character. For example, we can extend "林鹏" to "金林 鹏" or "林鹏飞". The purpose of extending the query name is to obtain the full personal name. In this way, we can get a lot of full personal names for a given query name from the documents. And then document clustering Figure 1 : Overview of the System is performed under different personal names. HAC (Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering) is selected here. We represent documents with bag of words and solve the problem in vector space model, nouns, verbs, bigrams of nouns or verbs and named entities are selected as features. The feature weight value takes 0 or 1. In HAC, we use group-average link method as the distance measure and consine similarity as the similarity computing measure. The stopping criteria is dependent on a threshold which is obtained from training data. Our system produces pretty good results in the final evaluation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces related work. Section 3 gives a detailed description about our pipeline approach. It includes preprocessing, unrelated documents discarding, Chinese personal name extension and document clustering. Section 4 presents the experimental results. The conclusions are given in Section 5.
Related Work
Several important studies have tried to solve the task introduced in the previous section. Most of them treated it as an clustering problem. In the first stage, some reliable features (like named entities) are used to connect documents about the same person. After that, the connected documents (document cluster) are used as a source from which new features (compound keyword features) are extracted. These new features are used in the second stage to make additional connections between documents. Their approach is to improve clusters step by step, where each step refines clusters conservatively. Han & Zhao (2009) presented a system named CASIANED to disambiguate personal names based on professional categorization. They first categorize different personal name appearances into a real world professional taxonomy, and then the personal name appearances are clustered into a single cluster. Chen Chen et al. (2009) explored a novel feature weight computing method in clustering. It is based on the pointwise mutual information between the ambiguous name and features. In their paper, they also develop a trade-off point based cluster stopping criteria which find the trade-off point between intra-cluster compactness and intercluster separation.
Our approach is based on Chinese personal name extension. We recognize the full personal names in Chinese text and perform document clustering under different personal names.
Methodology
In this section, we will explain preprocessing, unrelated documents discarding, Chinese personal name extension and document clustering in order.
Preprocessing
We use ltp-service 2 to process the given Chinese personal name disambiguation dataset (a detailed introduction to it will be given in section 4). Training data in the dataset contains 32 query names. There are 100-300 documents under every query name. All the documents are collected from Xinhua News Agency. They contain the exact same string as query names. Ltp-service is a web service interface for LTP 3 (Language Technology Platform). LTP has integrated many Chinese processing modules, including word segmentation, part-of-speech tagging, named entity recognition, word sense disambiguation, and so on. Jun Lang et al. (2006) give a detailed introduction to LTP. Here we only use LTP to generate word segmentation, part-of-speech tagging and named entity recognition results for the given dataset.
Unrelated documents discarding
Under every query name, there are 100-300 documents. But not all of them are really related. For example, "高军" is a query name in training data. In corresponding documents, some are refered to real personal names like "高军" or "高军田". But others may be a substring of an expression such as "最高军事法 院". These documents are needed to be filtered out. We use the preprocessing tool LTP to slove this problem. LTP can do word segmentation and part-of-speech tagging for us. For each document under a given query name, if the query name in the document is tagged as a personal name or part of some extended personal name, the document will be marked as undiscarded, otherwise the document will be discarded. Generally speaking, for the query name containing three characters, we don't need to discard any of the corresponding documents. But in practice, we find that for some query names, LTP always gives the invariable part-of-speech. For example, no matter what the context of "黄海" is, it is always tagged as a geographic name. So we use another preprocessing tool ICTCLAS 4 . Only when both of them mark one document as discarded, we discard the corresponding document.
Chinese personal name extension
After discarding unrelated documents, we need to recognize the full Chinese personal names. We hypothesize that the full Chinese personal name has not more than three characters (We don't consider the compound surnames here). So the query names containing only two Chinese characters are considered to extend. In our approach, we use two Chinese personal names dictionaries. One is a surname dictionary containing 423 one-character entries. We use it to do left extend for the query name. For example, the query name is "高 明" and its left character in a document is "刘", we will extend it to full personal name "刘高明". The other is a nonending Chinese character dictionary containing 64 characters which could not occur at the end of personal names. It is constructed by a personal title dictionary. We use every title's first character and some other special characters (such as numbers or punctuations) to constuct the dictionary. Some manual work has also been done to filter a few incorrect characters. Several examples of the two dictionaries are shown in Table 1 .
Through the analysis of Xinhua News articles, we also find that nearly half of the documents under given query name actually refer to the reporters. And they often appear in the first or last brackets in the body of corresponding document. For example, "(通讯 员刘国党、黄海生)" is a sentence containing query name "黄海". We use some simple but efficient rules to get full personal names for this case.
Document clustering
For every query name, we can get a list of full peronal names. For example, when the query name is "郭勇", we can get the personal names like "郭勇民", "郭勇军", "郭勇 勤", "郭勇孝". And then document clustering is performed under different personal names.
Features
We use bag of words to represent documents. Some representative words need to be chosen as features. LTP can give us POS tagging and NER results. We select all the nouns, verbs and named entities which appear in the same paragraph with given query name as features. Meanwhile, the bigrams of nouns or verbs are also selected. We take 0 or 1 for feature weight value. 0 represents that the feature doesn't appear in corresponding paragraphs, and 1 represents just the opposite. We find that this weighting scheme is more effective than TFIDF.
Clustering
All features are represented in vector space model. Every document is modeled as a vertex in the vector space. So every document can be seen as a feature vector. Before clustering, the similarity between documents is computed by cosine value of the angle between feature vectors. We use HAC to do document clustering. It is a bottom-up algorithm which treats each document as a singleton cluster at the outset and then successively merges (or agglomerates) pairs of clusters until all clusters have been merged into a single cluster that contains all documents. From our experience, single link and group-average link method seem to work better than complete link one. We use group-average link method in the final submission. The stopping criteria is a difficult problem for clustering. Here we use a threshold for terminating condition. So it is not necessary to determine the number of clusters beforehand. We select a threshold which produces the best performance in training data.
Experimental Results
The dataset for Chinese personal name disambiguation task contains training data and testing data. The training data contains 32 query names. Every query name folder contains 100-300 news articles. Given the query name, all the documents are retrived by character-based matching from a collection of Xinhua news documents in a time span of fourteen years. The testing data contains 25 query names. Two threshold values as terminating conditions are obtained from training data. They are 0.4 and 0.5. For evaluation, we use P-IP score and B-cubed score . Table 2 & Table 3 show the official evaluation results. Besides the formal evaluation, the organizer also provide a diagnosis test designed to explore the relationship between Chinese word segmentation and personal name disambiguation. That means the query names in the documents are segmented correctly by manual work. Table 4 & Table 5 show the diagnosis results. The official results show that our method performs pretty good. The diagnosis results show that correct word segmentation can improve the evaluation results. But the improvement is rather limited. That is mainly because Chinese personal name extension is done well in our approach. So the diagnosis results don't gain much profit from query names' correct segmentation.
Conclusions
We describe our framework in this paper. First, we use LTP to do preprocessing for original dataset which comes from Xinhua news articles. LTP can produce good results for Chinese text processing. And then we use two additional dictionaries(one is Chinese surname dictionary, the other is Non-ending Chinese character dictionary) to do Chinese personal name extension. After that we perform document clustering under different personal names. Official evaluation results show that our method can achieve good performances.
In the future, we will attempt to use other features to represent corresponding persons in the documents. We will also investigate automatic terminating condition.
